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1 Introduction
T-duality symmetry, which is the symmetry of the low energy effective theory of string,
was manifestly realized by spacetime coordinates doubled firstly in [1–3]. T-duality has
brought a variety of studies on the generalized complex geometry triggered by [4, 5]. Both
aspects of T-duality are characterized by generalized diffeomorphism with manifest T-
duality. Various topics in the early stage are for example in [6–9], and recent development
is in review articles for example [10, 11]. Supersymmetric T-duality theories with Ramond-
Ramond fields have been also developed [12–16].
In this paper we propose a superspace formulation of type II superstring backgrounds
with the manifest T-duality symmetry. The space is spanned by two sets of nondegenerate
super-Poincare´ algebras. The nondegeneracy of the group is required by consistency of
the affine Lie algebra. A nondegenerate pair of supertranslation generators (Dµ, Ω
µ) was
introduced in [17–19], while a nondegenerate pair of Lorentz generators (Smn, Σ
mn) was
introduced in [20–24]. Type II supergravity theories in superspace approach were presented
in [25–27] where different superspaces are used; (D,P ) superspace is used in [25, 26],
(S,D, P,Ω) superspace is used in [27]. We use (S,D, P,Ω,Σ) superspace. The difference
leads to different sets of auxiliary fields for the different symmetries, despite of the same
physical degrees of freedom.
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There are gauge symmetries generated by the generalized Lie bracket [1–3]. The gauge
symmetry of the doubled nondegenerate super-Poincare´ space includes the general coor-
dinate invariance, the gauge symmetry of NS-NS B field, two local supersymmetries, and
two local Lorentz’s. Curved backgrounds are introduced in a covariant way by a vielbein
superfield EAM . Supersymmetric vielbein components include the R-R field strength EΩΩ
in addition to the gravitational field E(PP ), the NS-NS B field E[PP ] and the NS-NS field
strength EPΣ, which are mixed under the T-duality transformation. The T-duality sym-
metry acts linearly on the vielbein field in a string or a brane Hamiltonian [28–30], while
it acts fractional linearly on the gravitational field G and the B field, G + B, in the low
energy effective theory. Therefore we begin by the superstring mechanics to construct a
manifestly T-dual formulation of the type II supergravity.
In a superspace approach supersymmetry is manifest, but a consistent set of torsion
constraints is nontrivial. Torsion constraints are derived from the κ-symmetry of the su-
perstring. It was shown that the κ-symmetric Virasoro condition in curved superspace
is equal to the supergravity equation of motion [31–33]. We construct κ-symmetric Vira-
soro constraints in the nondegenerate super-Poincare´ space. Torsion constraints are solved
dimension by dimension. The gauges are chosen by solving torsion constraints so that
all of vielbein are fixed in terms of a prepotential, EDD = Bµν , which is a spinor-spinor
component of the B field with dimension −1.
We examine an AdS space case as an curved background example. The covariant
derivatives of superstring in the AdS5×S5 background were computed in [20, 21] showing
the κ-symmetric Virasoro constraints up to the Lorentz constraint. In this paper we recom-
pute the algebra with manifest Lorentz current S, and reconstruct Ω and Σ currents in such
a way that supertorsions are totally graded antisymmetric. Then torsion constraints in the
manifestly T-dual formulation are confirmed by comparing with obtained supertorsions
and supercurvature tensors.
The procedure of the manifestly T-dual formulation [24] in superspace version is the
following:
1. Extend a Lie algebra to an affine Lie algebra.
Begin with a coset G/H where G must have a nondegenerate group metric. Double the
generators, which become the basis of the T-duality symmetry rotation. Generalized
diffeomorphism is generated by the zero-mode of the affine Lie algebra.
2. Make covariant derivatives with vielbein E.
Superconnection fields in the covariant derivatives are recognized as H components of
the vielbein, EA
H. Impose coset constraints and an orthogonal condition on vielbein
field to reduce vielbein field contents.
3. Constrain torsions from the κ-symmetry.
Construct a set of κ-symmetric Virasoro constraints, then examine its consistency.
Supercurvature tensors are recognized as H components of torsion, TAB
H.
4. Break manifest T-duality symmetry to hidden one.
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Impose dimensional reduction conditions using with symmetry generators which com-
mute with covariant derivatives. Gauge fixings allow to obtain the usual set of coor-
dinates.
The organization of the paper is the following: in section 2 notation of derivatives and
indices is summarized. Then the affine super-Poincare´ algebra generated by (S,D, P,Ω,Σ)
is presented. In section 3 the κ-symmetry constraints as well as Virasoro constraints for
type II superstrings are presented. In section 4 the manifestly T-dual formalism of type
II superstring background is presented. The vielbein field, embedded in an element of
OSp(d2,d2 | 2d/2, 2d/2), includes superconnections which are usually treated separately
from vielbein. Torsion constraints and supercurvature tensors are obtained, where all
superconnections are solved in terms of a prepotential. The prepotential superfield is a
component of the vielbein with dimension −1 which is the lowest dimension of fields. In
section 5 the superstring current algebra in the AdS5×S5 background is presented. Su-
pertorsions and supercurvature tensors are determined. Dimensional reduction constraints
are imposed as well as gauge fixing conditions of local Lorentz constraints and the section
condition in order to reduce to the usual space.
2 Type II nondegenerate superspace
We consider a superspace which is defined by covariant derivatives of two sets of nondegen-
erate super-Poincare´ algebras. At first a notation of several kinds of covariant derivatives
is listed. Then notation of algebras and indices is listed. Next the nondegenerate super-
Poincare´ algebras are presented.
2.1 Notation
Covariant derivatives. Several kinds of covariant derivatives are denoted as
Lie algebra → particle → string
Flat GI ∇˚I .˚I
↓
Curved ∇A = EAI∇˚I .A = EAI .˚I
(2.1)
Hamiltonians for a particle and a string in curved background are given by bilinears of
∇A’s and .A’s respectively, where EAI is vielbein field.
• Particle algebra in flat space
For a Lie algebra GI
[GI , GJ} = ifIJKGK ,
symmetry generator ∇˜ and covariant derivative ∇˚ are constructed by introducing a
group element g(ZI) with particle coordinates ZI . The coefficient of Right invariant
one form is denoted by LM
I used in the left action generator and vice versa by RM
I
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used in the right action generator;
Symmetry generator : ∇˜I = LIM 1
i
∂M , (dg)g
−1 = idZMLMIGI
Covariant derivative : ∇˚I = RIM 1
i
∂M , g
−1(dg) = idZMRMIGI = JIGI
Algebra
[∇˜I , ∇˜J} = ifIJK∇˜K , [∇˚I , ∇˚J} = −ifIJK∇˚K , [∇˚I , ∇˜J} = 0
where [∗, ∗} is a graded bracket which is anticommuting for two fermions and com-
muting for others.
• String algebra in flat space
Affine Lie algebra is obtained by stringy extension as Z(τ, σ)
Symmetry generator : .˜I = LIM
(
1
i
∂M + ∂σZ
NBNM
)
− ∂σZMLMJ η˚JI
Flat current : .˚I = RIM
(
1
i
∂M + ∂σZ
NBNM
)
+ ∂σZ
MRM
J η˚JI
Algebra
[ .˜I(1), .˜J(2)} = ifIJK .˜Kδ(2− 1) + i˚ηIJ∂σδ(2− 1)
[ .˚I(1), .˚J(2)} = −ifIJK .˚Kδ(2− 1)− i˚ηIJ∂σδ(2− 1)
[ .˚I(1), .˜J(2)} = 0
with 1 = σ1, 2 = σ2, δ(2 − 1) = δ(σ1 − σ2) and ∂σδ(2 − 1) = ∂σ2δ(σ2 − σ1). There
appear Schwinger terms including ∂σδ. A group metric η˚IJ is a graded symmetric
nondegenerate constant matrix.
• Particle algebra in curved space
By introducing background fields through vielbein EA
J(Z), the covariant derivatives
in a curved background and the algebra become
Covariant derivative : ∇A = EAJ(Z)∇˚J
Algebra : [∇A,∇B} = −iTABC∇C .
The torsion TAB
C is a function of vielbein fields whose flat limit is the structure
constant fIJ
K .
• String algebra in curved space
The covariant derivatives in a curved background and the affine algebra become
Curved current : .A = EAJ(Z(τ, σ)) .˚J
Algebra [.A, .B} = −iTABC .Cδ(2− 1)− iηAB∂σδ(2− 1) .
The torsion TAB
C and the group metric ηAB are functions of vielbein fields in general.
We will impose ηAB to be constant η˚IJ .
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Nondegenerate super-Poincare´. We consider the super-Poincare´ group with intro-
ducing a nondegenerate group metric. Closure of the Jacobi identity of an affine algebra
requires a totally graded antisymmetric structure constant. The existence of nondegener-
ate group metric allows to totally antisymmetric structure constant, fIJK ≡ fIJLηLK =
1
3!f[IJK].
For a superstring in a flat space the NS-NS three form is given by a closed three form,
H = JD∧JD∧JP . Contrast to the fact that BNM field, defined by
∫
H = dZMdZNBNM ,
cannot be constant in conventional superspace, the two form potential can be constructed
as B = JD ∧ JΩ with H = dB in the nondegenerate superspace.
We begin with a space generated by translation generator p, then we add supersym-
metry generator D and Lorentz generator S. They are extended to affine algebras, and
further extended in nondegenerate manner as
translation → supertranslation → super− Poincare´
particle pm Dµ, pm Smn, Dµ, pm
↓
open
string
Pm = p+ ∂σx Dµ, Pm,Ω
µ Smn, Dµ, Pm Ω
µ,Σmn
↓
type II
string
Pm = p+ ∂σxPm′ = p− ∂σx
Dµ, Pm,ΩµDµ′ , Pm′ ,Ωµ′
Smn, Dµ, Pm,Ωµ,ΣmnSm′n′ , Dµ′ , Pm′ ,Ωµ′ ,Σm′n′
(2.2)
For type II strings we double whole set of generators in the T-dual formalism. A set of
dimensional reduction constraints, coset constraints and the section condition are imposed
to remove unphysical degrees of freedom in the end.
• Open superstring
Nondegenerate super-Poincare´ covariant derivatives for a particle ∇˚M , the one for a
string .˚M and coordinates ZM are followings:
Indices M = (mn, µ, m,
µ, mn)
Flat supercovariant derivative : ∇˚M = (s, d, p, ω, σ)
Flat super current : .˚M = (S, D, P, Ω, Σ)
Supercoordinate : ZM = (u, θ, x, ϕ, v)
(2.3)
• Type II superstring
Now we double all currents and coordinates in order to construct manifestly T-dual
formulation of the type II theory. Left and right currents are denoted by unprimed
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indices and primed indices respectively:
Indices M = (mn,µ ,m ,
µ ,mn ), M ′ = (m′n′ ,µ′ ,m′ ,
µ′ ,m
′n′ )
Flat supercovariant derivative : .˚M = ( .˚M , .˚M ′)
flat left : .˚M = (Smn, Dµ, Pm, Ωµ, Σmn)
flat right : .˚M ′ = (Sm′n′ , Dµ′ , Pm′ , Ωµ
′
, Σm
′n′)
Supercoordinates : ZM = (ZM , ZM
′
)
(2.4)
Type IIA or type IIB is determined by the choice of two kinds of fermions. In ten
dimension the chiral representation is used as
{Γm,Γn} = 2ηmn , Γm =
(
(γm)
µν
(γm)µν
)
, Γmn =
(
(γmn)
µ
ν
(γmn)µ
ν
)
Ψ =
ψµ
χµ
 , [Smn,Ψ] = i2
 (γmn)µνψν
(γmn)µ
νχν
 .
Type IIA/IIB fermions are assigned as
type IIA (Zµ, Zµ
′
) = (θµ, θµ)
type IIB (Zµ, Zµ
′
) = (θ1
µ, θ2
µ) ,
with respect to a common Lorentz symmetry generator which is defined only after
the dimensional reduction.
2.2 Affine nondegenerate super-Poincare´ algebra
The affine nondegenerate super-Poincare´ algebra generated by (2.4) is given by
[ .˚M (1), .˚N (2)} = −ifMNK .˚Mδ(2− 1)− iηMN∂σδ(2− 1) (2.5)
where structure constants and nondegenerate metrics in left and right modes are given as
[ .˚M (1), .˚N (2)} = −ifMNK .˚Kδ(2− 1)− iηMN∂σδ(2− 1)
[ .˚M ′(1), .˚N ′(2)} = ifMNK .˚K′δ(2− 1) + iηMN∂σδ(2− 1)
[ .˚M (1), .˚N ′(2)} = 0 .
Canonical dimensions of (S,D, P,Ω,Σ) are 0, 12 , 1,
3
2 , 2 respectively. The σ-derivative ∂σ in
the Schwinger term carry canonical dimension 2 (string tension is abbreviated). The affine
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nondegenerate super-Poincare´ algebra with m = 0, 1, · · · , 9 and µ = 1, · · · , 16 is given by
dim 0 : [Smn(1), Slk(2)] = −iη[k|[mSn]|l]δ(2− 1)
dim
1
2
: [Smn(1), Dµ(2)] = − i
2
(Dγmn)µδ(2− 1)
dim 1 : [Smn(1), Pl(2)] = −iP[mηn]lδ(2− 1)
{Dµ(1), Dν(2)} = 2Pmγmµνδ(2− 1)
dim
3
2
: [Smn(1),Ω
µ(2)] =
i
2
(γmnΩ)
µδ(2− 1) (2.6)
[Dµ(1), Pn(2)] = 2(γnΩ)µδ(2− 1)
dim 2 : [Smn(1),Σ
lk(2)] = −iδ[k[mΣn]l]δ(2− 1) + iδl[mδkn]∂σδ(2− 1)
{Dµ(1),Ων(2)} = − i
4
Σmn(γmn)
ν
µδ(2− 1) + iδνµ∂σδ(2− 1)
[Pm(1), Pn(2)] = iΣmnδ(2− 1) + iηmn∂σδ(2− 1)
Commutators with dimension greater than 5/2 are zero. The gamma matrices satisfy
(γm)µν = (γ
m)νµ , (γ
(m|)µρ(γ|n))ρν = 2ηmnδµν , (γm)(µν(γ
m)ρ)λ = 0 .
The right currents (S′, D′, P ′,Ω′,Σ′) satisfy the same algebra with opposite sign.
The nondegenerate metric ηMN is denoted as:
ηMN =
(
ηMN 0
0 ηM ′N ′
)
=
(
ηMN 0
0 −ηMN
) , ηMN =
S
D
P
Ω
Σ

δl[mδ
k
n]
δνµ
ηmn
−δµν
δ
[m
l δ
n]
k
 (2.7)
3 κ-symmetric Virasoro constraints
The background of a bosonic string is determined by the Virasoro constraints. The Green-
Schwarz superstring has κ-symmetry which is necessary to eliminate a half of fermionic
degrees of freedom. So the background of the Green-Schwarz superstring is determined
by κ-symmetry covariant Virasoro constraints. In this section a consistent set of the κ-
symmetry constraints and the Virasoro constraints are obtained.
3.1 Virasoro constraints
The Virasoro constraints are the Hamiltonian constraint Hτ and the σ diffeomorphism
constraint Hσ, which are written in bilinear of brane currents to generate generalized
gauge symmetries [28–30], as
Hτ = 1
2
.˚M δˆMN .˚N (3.1)
Hσ = 1
2
.˚MηMN .˚N
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δˆMN and η
MN are
δˆMN =
(
ηMN 0
0 ηM
′N ′
)
=
(
ηMN 0
0 ηMN
)
ηMN =
(
ηMN 0
0 ηM
′N ′
)
=
(
ηMN 0
0 −ηMN
)
ηMN =
S
D
P
Ω
Σ

δ
[m
l δ
n]
k
−δµν
ηmn
δνµ
δl[mδ
k
n]

satisfying
ηMNηNKη
KL = δˆMNηNK δˆ
KL = ηML . (3.2)
Virasoro algebra is given by
[Hσ(1), Hσ(2)] = i (Hσ(1) +Hσ(2)) ∂σδ(2− 1)
[Hτ (1), Hτ (2)] = i (Hσ(1) +Hσ(2)) ∂σδ(2− 1)
[Hσ(1), Hτ (2)] = i (Hτ (1) +Hτ (2)) ∂σδ(2− 1)
(3.3)
where (3.2) is used.
The diffeomorphism constraint Hσ generates σ derivative and .˚M generates covariant
derivatives as
∂σΦ(Z
N ) = [
∫
iHσ,Φ(ZN )] , [i .˚M (1),Φ(ZN (2))] = DMΦ(ZN )δ(2− 1)
⇒ ∂σΦ(ZN ) = .˚MηMK
(
DKΦ(Z
N )
)
. (3.4)
Virasoro constraints Hτ and Hσ are separated into left and right Virasoro constraints
A and A′ respectively
A = 1
2
(Hτ +Hσ) = 1
2
.˚MηMN .˚N (3.5)
A′ = 1
2
(Hτ −Hσ) = −1
2
.˚M ′ηMN .˚N ′ .
3.2 Fermionic constraints and κ-symmetry
The covariant expression of the Green-Schwarz superstring has fermionic constraints, Dµ =
0. The κ-symmetry is generated by first class constraints Bµ = DνPm(γm)νµ and Bµ′ =
Dν′Pm′(γ
m)νµ which is a half of Dµ. Another half is second class constraint. Instead of
imposing second class constraints, first class constraints were constructed by bilinear of the
second class constraints [19] as Cµν ,Dm = 0.
Two approaches of fermionic constraints are;
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• Second class approach:
First class constraints : A = Bµ = 0
Second class constraints : Dµ = 0
• First class approach:
First class constraints : A = Bµ = Cµν = Dm = 0
In this section we extend these conditions to the nondegenerate super-Poincare´ case.
We extend ABCD constraints to the nondegenerate super-Poincare´ space as
A = 1
2
PmPnη
mn + ΩµDµ +
1
2
ΣmnSmn
Bµ = (Dγm)µPm − iSmn(γmnΩ)µ = (D/P )µ − i(/SΩ)µ
Cµν = DµDν + 1
2i
SmnPl(γ
mnl)µν =
1
2
D[µDν] +
1
4i
(/S/P )[µν]
Dm = (Dγm∂σD) + 4
i
ΣmnS
nlPl . (3.6)
Although Dm constraint includes trilinear term, Σmn commutes with other generators
except S.
The ABCD algebra is computed analogously to the Virasoro constraints by using the
metric relation and antisymmetricity of the structure constant. The ABCD constraints in
the nondegenerate super-Poincare´ space given in (3.6) satisfy the following algebra;
[A(1),A(2)] = i (A(1) +A(2)) ∂σδ(2− 1)
[A(1),Bµ(2)] = i (Bµ(1) + Bµ(2)) ∂σδ(2− 1)
[A(1), Cµν(2)] = i (Cµν(1) + Cµν(2)) ∂σδ(2− 1)
[A(1),Dm(2)] = i (Dm(1) + 2Dm(2)) ∂σδ(2− 1)
[Bµ(1),Bν(2)] = i1
2
(Cρλ(1) + Cρλ(2)) (γm)µρ(γm)νλ∂σδ(2− 1)
+
[
(γm)µν
(
4PmA+ 2(BγmΩ) + i
2
Dm
)
−4B(µΩν) + iCρλ(γm)µρ(γn)νλΣmn
]
δ(2− 1)
[Bµ(1), Cνρ(2)] =
[
4Aδµ[νDρ] +
1
8
Bλ(γmn)λµ(γmn/P )[νρ]
+ Cσ[νcµσρ] +Smnc˜mn;µν;ρ − (∂σSmn)
1
2
(Dγl)
µ(γmnl)νρ
]
δ(2− 1)
+ Smn
(
1
2
(Dγl)
µ(γmnl)νρ − (γmn)µ[νDρ]
)
(1)∂σδ(2− 1)
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[Bµ(1),Dm(2)] = [−4A(Dγm)µ + Cρν(γn)νµ(γnγmΩ)ρ] (1)∂σδ(2− 1)
+
[
8A∂σ(Dγm)µ − 2(Bγnl)µΣmnPl
+4∂σCνρ
(
(γm)
µνΩρ +
1
2
(γn)µν(γmγnΩ)
ρ
)
(3.7)
+2Dn(γnγmΩ)µ + 2Dl(γlmΩ)µ + cµmnlSnl
]
δ(2− 1)
[Cµν(1), Cρλ(2)] = − i
16
(/Sγl)[µν](/Sγl)[ρλ](1)∂σδ(2− 1)
+ [Cσηcση + Smnc˜mnµν;ρλ]δ(2− 1)
[Cµν(1),Dm(2)] = −4Cµρ(/Pγm)νρ(1)∂σδ(2− 1)
+
[−4(Bγm)[µ∂σDν] + 8(∂σCµν)Pm − 8(∂σCµρ)(γ/P )νρ
−2Cρ[µ(γnl)ρν]ΣmnPl −
1
2
Dl(γlm/P )µν + cnlµνmSnl
]
δ(2− 1)
[Dm(1),Dn(2)] = −2Cµν(/Pγmn)µν(1)∂σ2(2− 1)
+
(
2Cµν∂σ(/Pγmn)µν − 8D(mPn) + 8DlP lηmn
)
∂σδ(2− 1)
− 4
[
∂σ(Bγmn∂σD) + 2(∂σB)γmn(∂σD)− (∂σCµν)(/Pγmn)µν
−2DkΣm[kPn] − ∂σ(D[mPn]) + clkmnSlk
]
δ(2− 1)
where cµm
nl, cµνm
nl and cmn
lk are coefficient functions, for example
[B, C] 3
cµσρ = 4δ
µ
ρΩ
σ − 2(γm)µσ(γmΩ)ρ + 1
2
(γmn)
σ
ρ(γ
mnΩ)µ
c˜mn;µν;ρ = −
1
2i
(γmnl)σ[νPl(c
µσ
ρ] − 2δσρΩµ)− 2Σmnδµ[νDρ]
−1
4
(γmn/Σ)µ[νDρ] +
1
2
(Dγk)Σkl(γ
mnl
νρ ) + (γ
mn)µ[ν∂σDρ]
[C, C] 3
cσηµν;ρλ = 2δ
η
[λ|δ
σ
[µ/P ν]|ρ] +
1
8
δσ[µ(γmn)
η
ν](γ
mn/P )[ρλ] −
1
8
δσ[ρ(γmn)
η
λ](γ
mn/P )[µν]
c˜mnµν;ρλ =
i
4
cσηµν;ρλ(γ
mn/P )[ση] − iD[µ(γlΩ)ν](γmnl)ρλ + iD[ρ(γlΩ)λ](γmnl)µν
− i
4
(γml/P )[µν](γ
n
l/P )[ρλ] −
i
8
(γmnl)µν
(
(γk/S)[ρλ]Σlk − (γl∂σ/S)[ρλ]
)
Since coefficients of Smn do not vanish even on the constrained surface, consistent space is
coset space G/H where G is nondegenerate super-Poincare´ group and H is Lorentz group.
Subgroup H is gauged and the coset space is defined by
Smn = 0 . (3.8)
ABCD constraints in (3.6) are reducible up to S = 0 constraint (≈ )
DµBν ≈ Cµρ/P ρν , (B/P )µ ≈ 2ADµ − 2CµρΩρ etc.
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The type II theory has two sets of constraints (3.6), (ABCDA′B′C′D′) = 0. A′B′C′D′ are
constructed by bilinears of right currents .˚M ′ . They satisfy the same algebra (3.7) with
opposite sign, and ABCD commute with A′B′C′D′.
Next the second class approach is also examined. The consistency condition is the
closure of algebra between first and second class constraints Dµ = 0;
[A(1), Dµ(2)] = iDµ(1)∂σδ(2− 1) ≈ 0
{Bµ(1), Dν(2)} =
[
4Aδµν −
(
4Ωρδµν − (γm)µρ(γmΩ)ν +
1
2
(γmnΩ)
µ(γmn)
ρ
ν
)
Dρ
+
(
2Σnmδµν +
1
4
(γnm/Σ)µν
)
Smn
]
δ(2− 1)
−/Sµν(1)∂σδ(2− 1) ≈ 0
They vanish up to second class and first class constraints Dµ = A = Bµ = Smn = 0 (≈ ).
Therefore the constraint sets for the type II Green-Schwarz superstring in nondegen-
erate super-Poincare´ space are summarized as;
• Second class approach:
First class constraints : A,Bµ = A′,Bµ′ = Smn = Sm′n′ = 0
Second class constraints : Dµ = Dµ′ = 0
• First class approach:
First class constraints : A,Bµ, Cµν ,Dm = A′,Bµ
′
, Cµ′ν′ ,Dm′ = Smn = Sm′n′ = 0
It is important that all the κ-symmetric Virasoro constraints are written by bilinears
of .˚ with arbitrary coefficients a’s
Bµaµ = 1
2
.˚MρMN .˚N , Cµν aˇµν = 1
2
.˚M ρˇMN .˚N , Dma˜m = 1
2
.˚M ρ˜MN .˚N (3.9)
ρMN =
S
D
P
Ω
Σ

−i(γmn)µνaµ
(γn)µνaν
(γm)µνaµ
−i(γnl)νµaν

ρˇMN =
S
D
P
Ω
Σ

1
2i(γ
mnl)µν aˇ
µν
aˇ[µν]
1
2i(γ
nlm)µν aˇ
µν

ρ˜MN =
S
D
P
Ω
Σ

4
i a˜
kΣkmδ
l
n
a˜m(γn)
(µν)∂σ
4
i a˜
kΣknδ
m
l

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ρ’s are nilpotent matrices; ρ5 = ρˇ3 = ρ˜3 = 0 by lowering index with ηMN . They satisfy
ρ2 = ρˇ, where this relation gives {B,B} ≈ C∂σδ. Sum of ABCD A′B′C′D′ becomes a
manifestly T-dual bilinear as
Ξ(a) =
1
2
.˚MΞMN (a) .˚N , ΞMN (a) = [η + ρ(a) + ρˇ(aˇ) + ρ˜(a˜)]MN . (3.10)
Ξ is covariant under the T-duality rotation; Ξ(a) → Ξ(a′) = MΞ(a)MT under .˚ → M .˚
with MηMT = η, since ΞMN is upper triangular matrix. A set of κ-symmetric Virasoro
constraints is consistent to T-duality symmetry.
4 Manifestly T-dual formulation of type II superstring curved back-
ground
We present a manifestly T-dual formulation of the low energy effective gravity theory for
the type II superstring. The procedure was given in [24], and we extend this to a type II
superspace. The space is spanned by the nondegenerate super-Poincare´ algebra, and curved
background fields are expanded by this basis. The vielbein includes R-R field strength as
well as all background fields. Torsions include supercurvature tensors. It turns out that all
superconnections are solved in terms of a prepotential which is included in the vielbein.
4.1 Vielbein, torsion and Bianchi identity
Covariant derivatives in curved background are given with vielbein EA
M as
.A = EAM (ZN ) .˚M (4.1)
which satisfy the following algebra
[.A(1), .B(2)} = −iTABC .Cδ(2− 1)− iηAB∂σδ(2− 1) . (4.2)
Vectors in this space, Λˆi = Λi
M .˚M with i = 1, 2, satisfy the following supersymmetric Lie
bracket in a manifestly T-dual formulation[
Λˆ1, Λˆ2
]
T
= −iΛˆ12
Λ12
M = Λ[1
N (DNΛ2]
M ) + Λ1
N (DMΛ2N ) + Λ1
NΛ2
LfNL
M . (4.3)
There is an ambiguity from Schwinger term proportional to ∂σδ in (4.2). The vielbein field
EˆA = EA
M .˚M has gauge symmetry generated by the above bracket as
δΛEˆA =
[
EˆA, Λˆ
]
T
δΛEA
M = EA
N (DNΛ
M )− ΛN (DNEAM ) + EAN (DMΛN ) + EANΛLfNLM . (4.4)
The general coordinate transformation parameter is λm + λm
′
, the gauge transformation
of B field is λm − λm′ , the local supersymmetry parameters are λµ, λµ′ and the two local
Lorentz parameters are λmn and λm
′n′ . Other parameters are unphysical whose symmetries
are fixed by dimensional reduction constraints in terms of Σ˜ and Ω˜.
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Manifestly T-dual formulation allows to impose orthonormal condition on vector parts
of vielbein ea
m =
(
ea
m ea
nBnm
0 em
a
)
for .˚m = (Pm, ∂σxm) which satisfies eηeT = η with
ηMN = ηAB =
(
1
1
)
. The vielbein field is an element of O(d,d) symmetry which is
continuous symmetry of zero-mode part of whole string T-duality. For supersymmetric
case it is enlarged to
EA
MηMNEB
N = ηAB , ηMN = ηAB , (4.5)
which is OSp(d2,d2|2d/2, 2d/2) for d dimensional space. Both flat currents and curved
currents satisfy algebras with the same Schwinger term. Torsion with lower indices is
totally graded antisymmetric, and is expressed from (3.4) and (4.5) as
TABC ≡ TABDηDC = 1
3!
T[ABC) =
1
2
(D[AEB
M )EC)M + EA
MEB
NEC
LfMNL (4.6)
with DA = EA
MDM . Graded antisymmetricity requires suitable sign factor which are
omitted in this expression, with O[AB) = OAB − (−)ABOBA. Bianchi identity gives the
following totally graded antisymmetric tensor to vanish
IABCD = 1
4!
I[ABCD) = (D[ATBCD)) +
3
4
T[AB
ETCD)E = 0 . (4.7)
We divide the coset space G/H as follows;
G = (S, D, P , Ω, Σ)
H = (S)
H˜ = (Σ)
K = (D, P , Ω)
(4.8)
The torsion constraints with Lorentz lower indices are imposed in such a way that local
Lorentz symmetries satisfy the same algebra to the flat algebra
TSAB = fSAB . (4.9)
The algebras among covariant derivatives in K, H, H˜ are given as follows with ∇I ∈K=
(D,P ,Ω)
[∇I ,∇J} = −iRIJS∇S − iTIJK∇K − ifIJS∇Σ
[∇S ,∇S ] = −ifSSΣ∇S , [∇S ,∇Σ] = −ifSΣS∇Σ , [∇S ,∇I ] = −ifSIJ∇J
[∇Σ,∇I ] = −iTΣIΣ∇S − iRIJS∇J , [∇Σ,∇Σ] = −iTΣΣΣ∇S − iTΣΣI∇I
. (4.10)
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Nontrivial torsions are obtained only from [∇I ,∇J}. Torsions with Lorentz upper index
are curvature tensors. Supercurvatures RIJ
S are written in terms of superconnections
ωI
S = EI
S as
RIJ
S = TIJΣ = −(DIEJM )ωMS − (DJωMS)EIM + (DΣEIM )EJM
−(ωISEJMωNS + EIMEJNrSΣ + EINωJSωMS)fSMN
−(EIαEJβωP S + EIPEJαωβS + EIβEJPωαS)fαβP . (4.11)
Some curvature tensors are related by Bianchi identities, and Rmn
S = 12(γmn)
µ
νRµ
νS .
Torsions with two and three Σ lower indices, TΣΣI and TΣΣΣ, are unphysical.
4.2 Torsion constraints from κ-symmetric Virasoro
Let us obtain conditions on torsions from the Green-Schwarz superstring in curved space.
Virasoro constraints in curved space are (3.1) by replacing .˚M with .A as
Hτ = 1
2
.AδˆAB .B (4.12)
Hσ = 1
2
.AηAB .B =
1
2
.˚MηMN .˚N .
They satisfy the same Virasoro algebra as in (3.3) from totally antisymmetricity of torsion
and the relations of metric η and δˆ without introducing new torsion constraints. The
“section condition” is the σ-diffeomorphism constraint Hσ = 0 which guarantees geometry
generated by the bracket (4.3) from (3.4).
Natural extension of ABCD and A′B′C′D′ constraints in (3.6) and (3.9) to the ones in
curved space are obtained by replacing .˚M with .A with the same matrices ρ’s in (3.9).
It is obtained by replacing .˚ = E−1 . in ABCD constraints from the relation in (3.10).
Sets of constrains, which determine curved background fields of the type II Green-Schwarz
superstring, are the followings;
• Second class approach:
First class constraints : A,Bα = A′,Bα′ = .S = 0
Second class constraints : .Dα = 0
• First class approach:
First class constraints : A,Bα, Cαβ,Da = A′,Bα
′
, Cα′β′ ,Da′ = .S = 0 .
Both notations of the fermionic covariant derivative, .Dα = .α, are used.
We analyze both two approaches of fermionic constraints analogously to [32, 33]. Let
us examine the second class approach. Commutator of the second class constraints and
the diffeomorphism constraint is trivial, [.α,
∫ Hσ] = i∂σ .α ≈ 0. Commutator of .α with
Hτ gives following conditions
[.α,Hτ ] = −iTαBC(ηBD .D)(δˆCE .E)δ(2− 1) + i(−)α .α(1)∂σδ(2− 1)
≈ 0
⇔ TαBC′ = 0 for B,C=(S,Dα,P ) (4.13)
These constraints TαBC′ = 0 reflect holomorphicity.
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Further constraints are obtained from anticommutator with the κ-symmetry generator
{.α,Bβ} ≈ 0
⇔ {.α, .β} ≈ fαβc .c ,
{
.α′ , .β′
} ≈ −fαβc .c′ , {.α, .β′} ≈ 0
⇒ Tαβc = fαβc, TαβX = 0 for X=(S,S′,Dα,D′α,P ′) , same for ′ indices (4.14)
where ≈ allows terms including .α and .S . Bianchi identity and totally graded antisym-
metricity restrict torsion as Tαβ
γ = 0 = Tαa
γ . Torsion constraints are
TαBC′ = 0 for B,C=(S,Dα,P )
Tαβc = fαβc , TαβX = 0 for X=(S,S′,Dα,Dα′ ,P ′,Ω,Ω′)
TαbY = 0 for Y=(S,S′,Dα′ ,P,P ′,Ω,Ω′)
same for ′ indices .
(4.15)
In the first class approach commutators among ABCD constraints lead to the same
conditions to the above up to .S terms. Commutators [Bα,Hτ ] and {Bα,Bβ} lead to the
same torsion condition (4.15).
4.3 Prepotential
The consistency condition of the nondegenerate super-Poincare´ space leads to Lorentz
constraint, (3.8), so it is possible to choose a local Lorentz frame as
.Sab = Sab . (4.16)
This space is a coset space G/H where H is Lorentz, then H coordinates can be removed
without modifying algebra of covariant derivatives supplying H constraints. This is because
the symmetry generator satisfies the symmetry algebra regardless of the presence or absence
of H-coordinates, and the algebra of symmetry generators and covariant derivatives have
same structure constant with opposite sign. Covariant derivatives include Σ terms which
can be removed with supplying S constraints, so the coefficient of Σ in vielbein can be
chosen to zero. Vielbein fields can be parameterized as
EA
M =
Sab
Dα
Pa
Ωα
Σab

1ab
mn 0 0 0 0
ωα
mn eα
µ Bα
m Bαµ 0
ωa
mn ψa
µ ea
m −Bˇaµ 0
ωαmn Fαµ −ψˇαm eαµ 0
rabmn −ωˇabµ −ωˇabm −ωˇabµ 1abmn

. (4.17)
The orthonormal condition (4.5) requires that “checked variables” are transposed variables
plus more many terms, for example, Bˇaµ = (Bµa)
T + ψa
αBαµ − 12ψaαBbα(Bµb)T . In lin-
earized level Bˇαµ = Bµα, Bˇaµ = Bµa, eˇ
α
µ = eµ
α, ψˇαm = ψmα, ωˇabµ = ωµab, ωˇabm = ωmab,
ωˇabµ = ωµ
ab.
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Vielbein fields are classified by canonical dimensions as:
type II string field vielbein field (dim.)
B fields Bαµ (−1), Baµ
(−12) , e[am] (0)
gravity field e(am), eα
µ (0)
superconnections ωα
mn
(
1
2
)
, ωa
mn (1), ωαmn
(
3
2
)
gravitino ψa
µ
(
1
2
)
R− R field strength Fαµ′ , Fα′µ (1)
covariance compensator rabmn (2)
(4.18)
Three kinds of superconnections as well as other fields are solved by a set of torsion con-
straints (4.15) resulted from the κ-symmetry.
In linearized level we have
EA
M = δ
M
A +HA
Bδ
M
B
TABC = fABC +
1
2
D[AHBC) +
1
2
H[A
MfBC)M
IABCD = D[ATBCD) +
3
2
T[AB
EfCD)E = 0 .
Vielbein fields are solved in linearized level;
dim torsion constraint⇒ field
−12 Tαβγ = 0 Ba(α(γa)βγ) = D(αBβγ)
Tαβγ′ = 0 Baα′ =
1
8DαBβγ′(γa)
αβ + 116(Dγ′Bαβ)(γa)
αβ
0 Tαβc = fαβc e(α
γ(γc)β)γ + ec
m(γm)αβ = −D(αBβ)c −DcBαβ
Tαβc′ = 0 ea′
m = 18DαBβa′(γ
m)αβ + 116Da′Bαβ(γ
m)αβ
1
2 Tαbc = 0 ωαbc = −Dαebc −D[bBc]α − ψ[bβ(γc])αβ
Tαβ
γ = 0 ω(α
bc(γbc)
γ
β) = −D(αeβ)γ + ψaγ(γa)αβ
Tαbc′ = 0 ψc′
γ(γb)αγ = Dαebc′ +D[bBc′]α
1 Tabc = 0 ωabc = − 13!D[aebc]
Taβ
γ = 0 12ωa
cd(γcd)
γ
β = −Fαγ(γa)βα −Daeβγ +Dβψaγ
3
2 Tα
βγ = 0 ω(β|bc(γbc)|γ)α = −4DαF βγ − 2D(βeγ)α
(4.19)
where only part of relations are listed and similar relations for the primed (right) sector
are also hold.
Constraints are solved dimension by dimension. Gauges are chosen so that all of EA
M
are fixed in terms of ED
Ω = EDD = Bαβ . The dimension −1 field, EDD, is a prepotential
superfield.
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Anti-hermiticity of derivative operators is defined by
∫
eφΨ(i.χ) = − ∫ eφ(i.Ψ)χ
with . = 1i ∂+ · · · , where the integral measure contains dilaton φ which is the only density
available. This leads to a constraint T˜A as
T˜A = e
φ←−.Ae−φ = 0
T˜α = 0 ⇒ λα = (Dαφ) = i
4
ωβ
bc(γbc)
β
α − (Dµeαµ)− ∂mBαm −Bαm(∂mφ) .
Dilaton φ and dilatino λα = Dαφ are introduced through T˜α = 0. Equating this constraint
together with torsion constraints with dimension 1/2 in (4.19), Tαβ
β = Tβbc(γ
bc)βα = 0,
fixes the trace of EDΩ = eα
β from Dαφ terms. Analogously T˜a = 0 constraint together
with the trace of torsion constraints with dimension 1, Taβ
β = 0, gives an equation for
DαDβφ that fixes φ as DαDβEDD+DαDβV with some prepotential V as an homogeneous
solution [34].
In order to obtain the usual d-dimensional gravity theory, dimensional reduction con-
straints and the section condition must be imposed. Dimensional reduction constraints are
written in terms of .˜M so that the local geometry generated by covariant derivatives is not
modified. The section condition, Hσ = 0, is imposed in the doubled space with coordinates
(ZM , ZM
′
). Simple separation of double coordinates into momenta and σ derivative of
coordinates exists. In this formalism we do not fix the representation of R-R field strength
as bi-spinor of double Lorentz groups, instead we leave bi-product of two chiral spinors of
each Lorentz group. Then dimensional reduction conditions relate two Lorentz groups and
two chiral spinors. For cases when these conditions mix chirality under T-duality symmetry
transformation IIA and IIB spinors are interchanged.
5 AdS5× S5 superspace
In this section AdS5×S5 superspace is explained in a manifestly T-dual formulation, show-
ing the algebra, torsions, curvatures and dimensional reduction conditions. The current
algebra for a type IIB superstring in AdS5×S5 background was given in [20, 21] in which
Σ currents were included while Lorentz generators were absent by a constraint S = 0.
In this section we rederive AdS5×S5 algebra preserving Lorentz generator manifestly and
performing current redefinition in such a way that torsions of the algebra become totally
graded antisymmetric. Then dimensional reduction constraints and section conditions in
our manifestly T-dual formulation are given reducing the AdS5×S5 algebra in conventional
space with usual coordinates xm, θµ1 , θ
µ
2 .
A superstring in AdS5×S5 is described by a coset G/H with G=PSU(2,2|4) and
H=SO(5)×SO(4,1). Wick rotations change the coset into G/H with G=GL(4|4) and
H=[Sp(4)GL(1)]2. The Sp(4) invariant metric, which is antisymmetric, is denoted by ˆ.
The currents and coordinates have GL(4|4) index, A = (a, a¯) and a, a¯ = 1, · · · , 4;
G
H
3 gMA , g → gG g gH , (g−1)AM∂σgMB = JAB , ∂AMgMB = DAB
where ∂A
M is canonical conjugate of gM
A. Symmetrization, antisymmetrization and trace-
less antisymmetrization of indices are (ab)=ab+ba, [ab]=ab-ba and 〈ab〉=[ab]-trace part
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respectively. Linear combinations of two GL(4|4) matrices, DAB and JAB, make 64×2
nondegenerate super-AdS currents, (S,D±, P±,Ω±,Σ,∆,∆′, E,E′). This model is rather
conventional description so that one Lorentz S is involved. Although there appear Σ+ and
Σ− in the algebra, only sum Σ = Σ+ + Σ− has nondegenerate commutator with S. Ω±
is modified from the one in the flat space denoted by ω± by the Ramond-Ramond field
strengths as ω± → Ω± = ω± + 12D∓. Connection of this model and T-dual formalism is
explained in the end of this section.
The nondegenerate super-AdS currents with GL(4|4) indies are as follows:
.M
number of
generators
GL(4|4) currents
S 20 Sab =
1
2D(ab), Sa¯b¯ =
1
2D(a¯b¯)
D+ 16 (D+)ab¯ = E
1/4Dab¯ + E
−1/4Db¯a +
1
2(E
1/4Jab¯ + E
−1/4Jb¯a)
D− 16 (D−)ab¯ = E1/4Dab¯ − E−1/4Db¯a + 12(−E1/4Jab¯ + E−1/4Jb¯a)
P+ 10 (P+)ab =
1
2(D〈ab〉 + J〈ab〉), (P+)ab =
1
2(D〈a¯b¯〉 + J〈a¯b¯〉)
P− 10 (P−)ab = 12(D〈ab〉 − J〈ab〉), (P−)a¯b¯ = 12(D〈a¯b¯〉 − J〈a¯b¯〉)
Ω+ 16 (Ω+)ab¯ = (ω+)ab¯ +
1
2(D−)ab¯
Ω− 16 (Ω−)ab¯ = (ω−)ab¯ +
1
2(D+)ab¯
(ω+)ab¯ = E
1/4Jab¯ − E−1/4J¯b¯a
(ω−)ab¯ = −E1/4Jab¯ − E−1/4J¯b¯a
Σ+ 20 (Σ+)ab = σab +
1
2Sab , (Σ+)a¯b¯ = σa¯b¯ +
1
2Sa¯b¯
Σ− 20 (Σ−)ab = σab − 12Sab , (Σ−)a¯b¯ = σa¯b¯ − 12Sa¯b¯
σab =
1
2J(ab), σa¯b¯ =
1
2J(a¯b¯)
∆, ∆′ 2 StrD = trDAdS − trDS , TrD = trDAdS + trDS
E, E′ 2 E = Sdetg =
detgAdS
detgS
, E′ = Detg = detgAdS · detgS
(5.1)
Algebra of currents in type II AdS5×S5 is given as follows:
• + + commutators
{(D+)ab¯(1), (D+)cd¯(2)} = −2
(
ˆac(P+)b¯d¯ − ˆb¯d¯(P+)ac +
1
4
ˆacˆb¯d¯∆
)
δ(2− 1)
[(D+)ab¯(1), (P+)cd(2)] = ˆa〈c
(
ω+ +
1
2
D−
)
d〉b¯
δ(2− 1) = ˆa〈c(Ω+)d〉b¯δ(2− 1)
{(D+)ab¯(1), (Ω+)cd¯(2)} = −2 (ˆac(Σ+)b¯d¯ + ˆb¯d¯(Σ+)ac) δ(2− 1) + 2ˆacˆb¯d¯∂σδ(2− 1)
[(P+)ab(1), (P+)cd(2)] = ˆ〈a|〈c(Σ+)d〉|b〉δ(2− 1) + ˆa〈cˆd〉b∂σδ(2− 1)
[(P+)ab(1), (Ω+)cd¯(2)] =
1
2
ˆc〈a(Ω− −D+)b〉|d¯δ(2− 1)
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{(Ω+)ab¯(1), (Ω+)cd¯(2)} =
(
ˆac
(
P+ − 1
2
P−
)
b¯d¯
− ˆb¯d¯
(
P+ − 1
2
P−
)
ac
+
1
8
ˆacˆb¯d¯∆
)
δ(2− 1)
This is summarized in the table of indices of structure constant fAB
C =
B
A C
D+ P+ Ω+
D+ P+ Ω+ Σ+, ∂σδ
P+ Ω+ Σ+, ∂σδ D+,Ω−
Ω+ Σ+, ∂σδ D+,Ω− P+, P−
(5.2)
• − − commutators
{(D−)ab¯(1), (D−)cd¯(2)} = 2
(
ˆac(P−)b¯d¯ − ˆb¯d¯(P−)ac +
1
4
ˆacˆb¯d¯∆
)
δ(2− 1)
[(D−)ab¯(1), (P−)cd(2)] = ˆa〈c
(
ω− +
1
2
D+
)
d〉b¯
δ(2− 1) = ˆa〈c(Ω−)d〉b¯δ(2− 1)
{(D−)ab¯(1), (Ω−)cd¯(2)} = 2 (ˆac(Σ−)b¯d¯ + ˆb¯d¯(Σ−)ac) δ(2− 1) + 2ˆacˆb¯d¯∂σδ(2− 1)
[(P−)ab(1), (P−)cd(2)] = −ˆ〈a|〈c(Σ−)d〉|b〉δ(2− 1)− ˆa〈cˆd〉b∂σδ(2− 1)
[(P−)ab(1), (Ω−)cd¯(2)] =
1
2
ˆc〈a(Ω+ −D−)b〉|d¯δ(2− 1)
{(Ω−)ab¯(1), (Ω−)cd¯(2)} =
(
−ˆac
(
P− − 1
2
P+
)
b¯d¯
+ ˆb¯d¯
(
P− − 1
2
P+
)
ac
− 1
8
ˆacˆb¯d¯∆
)
δ(2− 1)
The structure constant among the − currents is summarized as
D− P− Ω−
D− P− Ω− Σ−, ∂σδ
P− Ω− Σ−, ∂σδ D−,Ω+
Ω− Σ−, ∂σδ D−,Ω+ P+, P−
(5.3)
• + − commutators
{(D+)ab¯(1), (D−)cd¯(2)} = −2 (ˆacSb¯d¯ − ˆb¯d¯Sac) δ(2− 1)
[(D+)ab¯(1), (P−)cd(2)] = ˆa〈c(D−)d〉b¯δ(2− 1)
{(D+)ab¯(1), (Ω−)cd¯(2)} = −
(
ˆac(P−)b¯d¯ − ˆb¯d¯(P−)ac +
1
4
ˆacˆb¯d¯∆
)
δ(2− 1)
[(P+)ab(1), (P−)cd(2)] =
1
2
ˆ〈a|〈cSd〉|b〉δ(2− 1)
[(P+)ab(1), (Ω−)cd¯(2)] = −
1
2
ˆc〈a(D−)b〉|d¯δ(2− 1)
{(Ω+)ab¯(1), (Ω−)cd¯(2)} =
1
2
(ˆacSb¯d¯ − ˆb¯d¯Sac) δ(2− 1)
[(P+)ab(1), (D−)cd¯(2)] = −
1
2
ˆc〈a(D+)b〉d¯δ(2− 1)
[(Ω+)ab¯(1), (P−)cd(2)] =
1
2
ˆa〈c(D+)d〉b¯δ(2− 1)
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The structure constant between the + current and − currents is summarized as
D− P− Ω−
D+ S D− P−
P+ D+ S D−
Ω+ P+ D+ S
(5.4)
Non-vanishing torsions are
dim 0 : TDDP = fDDP , TPPS = fPPS , TDΩS = fDΩS
dim 1 : TPΩD′ , TDD′
S = RDD′
S
dim 2 : TΩΩP , TΩΩP ′ , TPP ′
S = RPP ′
S
dim 3 : TΩΩ′
S = RΩΩ′
S
These torsions are consistent with torsion constraints to (4.13), (4.15) and (4.9).
Let us examine the current algebra AdS5×S5 by translating GL(4|4) indices into space-
time indices, then write down Bianchi identities
dim. 2 [Dα, Dβ′ , Pa] = 0 ⇒ Rαβ′ab = Tβ′β[a(γb])αβ
[Dα, Dβ, Pc′ ] = 0 ⇒ Raa′bc(γa)αβ = Ta′(α|γ
′
Rγ′|β)bc
dim. 3 [Dα, Pb,Ω
γ′ ] = 0 ⇒ Rβγ′;cd(γb)αβ = T c′γ′αRc′bcd + Tbγ′γRγ′αcd
Torsions with dimension 1 are written in terms of R-R field strength Fαβ
′
with dimension
1 as
Taα′
β = (γa)α′β′F
ββ′ , Ta′α
β′ = (γa)αβF
αβ′ .
The R-R field strength of the AdS5×S5 space is given by Fαβ′ = 1rAdS (Γ5)αβ
′
with the AdS
radius, rAdS. Prepotential Bαβ′ has terms such as
1
gF , Fθ
2x and Fθ4 where g is string
coupling.
This description is in conventional space with coordinates (xm, θµ, θµ
′
), so we must
reduce dimensions from the doubled space. Dimensional reduction is imposed using sym-
metry generators .˜M without modifying local algebras of covariant derivatives. We impose
set of dimensional reduction constraints
P˜ − P˜ ′ = S˜ − (−S˜′) = 0 , Ω˜ = Ω˜′ = Σ˜ = Σ˜′ = 0 , (5.5)
which reduce into one set of nondegenerate superspace. Physical translation generator is
P˜m+ P˜
′
m′ → P˜m, while usual coordinate is xm+x′m → xm . Physical Lorentz generator is
S˜mn + (−S˜′m′n′)→ S˜mn. Lorentz coordinates are suppressed by the gauge fixing condition
umn = um
′n′ = 0 corresponding to first class constraints S = S′ = 0. Type IIB fermionic
coordinates are chosen as follows, resulting the conventional Lorentz symmetry generator;
[S˜mn, θ
µ] =
i
2
(γmn)
µ
νθ
ν , [S˜mn, θ
µ′ ] =
i
2
(γmn)
µ
νθ
ν′ , Γ11θ = θ , Γ11θ
′ = θ′
S˜mn = ix[m∂n] − iθµ∂ν(γmn)νµ − iθµ
′
∂ν′(γmn)
ν
µ .
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6 Conclusions
We present a superspace formulation of type II superstring background with manifest
T-duality symmetry by following the procedure given in [24]. The nondegenerate super-
Poincare´ algebra is given in (2.6) to define the superspace. The κ-symmetric Virasoro
constraints, ABCD constraints, in the nondegenerate super-Poincare´ currents are also given
in (3.6) and (3.7). Then we double whole set of nondegenerate super-Poincare´ algebra to
construct type II theory with manifest T-duality.
The vielbein superfield EAM is introduced in (4.17) which contains all fields. Torsion
constraints are obtained from κ-symmetric Virasoro constraints in (4.15). These torsion
constraints are solved, and all superconnections and vielbein fields are written in terms of
a prepotential Eαβ.
This formulation is a double superspace field theory with two sets of coordinates in
(2.3). Gauge fixing for coset constraints S = 0 allows to gauge away u Lorentz coordinates.
Dimensional reduction constraints Ω˜ = ∂ϕ + . . . = 0 and Σ˜ = ∂v + . . . = 0 allow to remove
ϕ and v. The space has the O(d,d) T-duality symmetry as well as supersymmetry. Further
dimensional reductions of Lorenz and translation generators and gauge fixing of the section
condition are imposed to obtain the usual coordinate space.
We leave interesting aspects such as R-R gauge fields, D-branes, interchanging IIA and
IIB and M-theory, for future problem. The manifestly T-dual formulation in other gauge
fixing may allow to explore further, such as exotic branes and low energy effective theory
of F-theory.
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